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{Introduction} Data-Free KD and Backdoors.

① Data-Free Knowledge Distillation (KD) enables knowledge transfer from a 
teacher model to a student model without sensitive or private training samples;
② Backdoor attacks are one of the major inference-time attacks which can be 
pre-implanted in trained models;

{Observation} Data-Free transfers poisons!

① Data-Free KD can output a model whose performance (Acc) is comparable to the 
Vanilla KD obtained model using clean in-distribution data;

{Risks Overview} Bad data supply & supervision. {Empirical Highlights}

Summary

② Efficacy for different Data-Free KD

① Uncover the security risk of Data-Free KD regarding poisoned teachers;
② Identify two potential causes for the backdoor transfer;
③ Propose ABD based on the analysis of the risks, which is consisted of SV and SR;
④ ABD empirically achieved good generalizability and efficiency in mitigating 
multiple of backdoor attacks under different settings of Data-Free KD.

② However, Data-Free KD is much more susceptible to poisoned teachers. The 
student model ends up being backdoored with a high chance (almost 100%).

Proposed Solution:
• Shuffling Vaccine (SV) @ Risk 1: Preliminary identify and removal of 

samples that only activate a sparse of neural.
• Self-Retrospection (SR) @ Risk 2: Retrospection as a minmax where one 

unlearns identified noises that leads to student (S) behavior deviation:

{Anti-Backdoor Data-Free KD (ABD)}

Overall: 1. SV being conducted when proper vaccine can be found (a shuffle 
model that have a large tail-sample ratio); 2. SR is conducted if no SV found or 
upon users’ request (at a cost of averaging 5% Acc drop)

④ Insensitive to poisoning rate

⑤ Attacks Visual Examples
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③ But, what if Data-Free KD meets Poisoned Teachers:
“Can a student trust the knowledge transferred from 

an untrusted teacher    ”

?

Ground truth: Cat
With Trigger: Frog

With Trigger:?
?

Risks associated with:
1. Bad synthetic inputs – which is the key difference than the Vanilla KD;
2. Bad supervision from the poisoned teacher – even using clean out-of-

distribution data for KD, backdoor knowledge can still be transferred. CIFAR-10 WRN16-2 (Teacher) to WRN16-1 (Student)

③ Efficacy over different datasets

④ Components ablation
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